
Our company is growing rapidly and is searching for experienced candidates for
the position of senior information security. Please review the list of responsibilities
and qualifications. While this is our ideal list, we will consider candidates that do
not necessarily have all of the qualifications, but have sufficient experience and
talent.

Responsibilities for senior information security

Plan for and manage the implementation of future data integrations, eg
Device and Technology data from Service Now
Manage and maintain the security policy, including
Work with the EGSO Metrics & Reporting team to ensure that all required
data from Archer is transferred securely to any reporting or dashboard
systems and that it is timely, accurate and formatted as needed
Maintain user training materials and publish updates in a timely manner
Perform a monthly review of EGSO privileged access
Act as the approver for users needing Archer access for security activities
Oversee and manage the work of any third parties making updates or
changes to the Archer implementation to reduce disruption and impact
Gather feedback from system users to identify and implement improvements
and efficiencies
Collaborate with Cloud Development and Operations, IT Security and Risk
Management teams, and the Global Business Unit (GBU) organizations' on
development and maintenance of cloud security reference architecture to
include assessment of specific security-related infrastructure, consulting on
architecture and design improvements, and working with delivery
organizations to carry them out
Experienced in the ICD 503 RMF process

Example of Senior Information Security Job
Description
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Knowledge of Risk Management Framework (RMF) security controls
Certification CISSP, Security+ CE or DoD 8140 equivalent
Consulting and/or audit services background with a focus on information
security and compliance
Presentation experience with focus on information security topics
Provide technical leadership, standards and best practices to Technology
teams during design, build, configuration and maintenance phases of
initiatives/projects involving security tool
Provide level 3 support to resolve technology incidents involving security
tools


